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Introduction
Two dimensional (2D) oxides on W(110) have been a subject of interest since the 1960s [1, 2] . This simple system of a single oxygen monolayer chemisorbed on the tungsten surface and ordered at high temperatures has been investigated extensively for many years [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] as a special case of oxygen adsorption on metal surfaces. In parallel, oxygen adsorbed on W(110) with different sub-monolayer and monolayer coverages posed a model system for investigation of various aspects of adsorptionrelated phenomena, such as surface diffusion [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , kinetics of ordering 2D systems [22] [23] [24] , interactions between adsorbed particles [25, 26] , surface phase transitions [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , structure of adsorption phases, [1, 3, 4, 33] , adsorption geometry [4, 34] , electronic [5, 7, 24, 35] and vibrational [36, 37] properties, surface stress [38] [39] [40] , or the role of steps [41] [42] [43] . More recently, tungsten-oxide surfaces have attracted further interest as they can be readily utilized in electro-optical and semiconductor devices as catalysts or as gas sensors [44] .
At moderate temperatures (<400 o C) and sufficiently high oxygen partial pressures (>1x10 -6 mbar), the W(110) surface adsorbs a (1x1) monolayer of oxygen with oxygen atoms occupying the pseudo-threefold hollow sites (h3) on the rhombic primitive unit cell of the tungsten surface [4] . Such adsorption positions break the symmetry with respect to the [001] axis, which causes site-exchange (S-E) domains to emerge as there are two equivalent adsorption sites within the unit cell. The presence of such domains, sized below 7.5 nm, was directly demonstrated using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) by Johnson et al. [4] for an oxygen monolayer adsorbed at room temperature. The small domain size is likely to be crucial in relieving of the stress of the oxygen overlayer.
At elevated temperatures (above approximately 500 o C), the stress of the (1x1) monolayer is reduced more effectively via the reorganization of oxygen atoms with slight desorption [4] . This process results in a characteristic spot superstructure in the LEED patterns [1] [2] [3] 9, [12] [13] [14] , whereas the STM measurements show an array of highly ordered, several nanometer-wide stripes 1 with a local structure very close to (1x1) [4, 12] . Additionally, the oxygen overlayer annealed above 1000 o C under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions reveals there are uncovered tungsten rows between the stripes [4] . Rotational domains also appear as the stripes are aligned at an angle with respect to the high symmetry directions of the substrate. These domains usually span micrometer-sized areas with stripe directions and domain boundaries driven by the substrate step geometry [14] . Depending on the exact oxygen coverage, which is balanced around 1 ML, the oxygen overlayer can be organized in one of the two possible superstructures, which differ as the direction and width of the stripes [1, 3, 14] . For the phase that is slightly more oxygen rich, denoted here as the 337-phase, 25-Å wide stripes run along the [33 ̅ 7] or [3 ̅ 37] directions [12, 14] . Whereas in the case of the 113-phase, with a lower oxygen coverage, the stripes are oriented along the [11 ̅ 3] and [1 ̅ 13] directions [4] and are approximately 30-Å wide [14] .
Most of the studies on such structures are focused on the 337-phase [1, 3, 6, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , whereas the 113-phase has been much less examined [1, 3, 4, 14] . It has been experimentally demonstrated that for the 337-phase, the oxygen adsorption site is located at or near the pseudo-threefold h3 position [6, 9, 11] , where an oxygen adatom has three equal bond distances. For the 113-phase, the adsorption site has not been experimentally determined and was instead assumed a priori as h3 [4] . It is noted that theoretical calculations suggest that a small (approximately 0.2 eV) energetic barrier between the two energy minima of the twin h3 sites can be further lowered for some specific configurations of neighboring oxygen atoms, making the twofold site between the twin h3 hollows (long bridge -lb) energetically favorable for adsorption [31] . Therefore, for the 113-phase, an alternative oxygen adsorption position should be considered.
For both phases, the recurrent explanation for the nature of the stripes in the literature involves the S-E phenomenon, for which adsorption at the twin h3 positions is the prerequisite. This 1 The term stripes will be used throughout the paper to describe linear periodic structures observed via STM. The nature of these stripes itself is a subject of the work. explanation was based on the observation by Johnson et al. [4] that the (1x1) oxygen monolayer, which appears as a network of small S-E domains when adsorbed at room temperature, transforms into the 113-phase striped superstructure via UHV annealing. They proposed a model in which the network of the S-E domains organizes into alternating nano-sized stripes with the h3 adsorption site of oxygen switching from stripe to stripe between the two mirror-symmetric locations. This idea combines the S-E domains (a priori assumption of oxygen adsorption at the h3 position) and the striped superstructure into one phenomenon, in which the stripes are made from the S-E domains with a locally ideal (1x1) structure. This interpretation of stripes in the 113-phase has been extended by other authors to the second type of oxygen superstructure, the 337-phase [6, 9, 10] , and the model became a common explanation for all observed monolayer oxygen superstructures on W(110), although the superstructure stripes have never been directly validated as S-E domains. In parallel, the alternative interpretation involving lattice misfits that leads to a coincidence superstructure, as proposed by Bauer and Engel [3] , has largely been abandoned. However, more recent studies based on photoelectron holography suggest that the oxygen monolayer on W(110) surfaces in the 337-phase does not form the perfect (1x1) structure (within individual stripes) but forms a slightly expanded one instead [11] . Similar conclusions regarding deviations in the oxygen layer from the ideal (1x1) arrangement can also be derived from studies of atomically resolved STM [12] .
Another open issue is the exact adsorption position of oxygen in the 337-phase. There is a body of evidence from photoelectron diffraction experiments, which measure the local symmetry of the emitter, that oxygen atoms in the 337-phase overlayer do not sit at the h3-site, but shift along the [11 ̅ 0] direction [6, 9] . On the other hand, Menteş and Locatelli [13] observed an additional contrast level in the domain structure of the 337-phase using dark-field low-energy electron microscopy (df-LEEM) and dark-field X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (df-XPEEM), which was interpreted as originating from the broken mirror symmetry with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] axis, i.e., due to a small shift in the oxygen adsorption position from the h3 position along the [001] direction. The mutually orthogonal shifts reported in the two experiments suggest that the displacement of the oxygen atoms from the h3 position in the 337-phase has much more complex characteristics.
From the above discussion, fundamental questions arise concerning the real nature of hightemperature oxygen striped superstructures on W(110). Does the oxygen lattice form a locally perfect (1x1) structure with alternating S-E stripes, or is the superstructure due to the coincidence between a strained oxygen lattice and the tungsten surface mesh? What is the adsorption site for the oxygen atoms and is it identical for the two different oxygen structures? Which mechanism governs the thermal evolution of the oxygen overlayer?
To answer these questions, we performed a comparative study of the 337-and 113-phases using df-LEEM imaging combined with micro diffraction LEED (μ-LEED) I-V curve analysis. The analysis led to structural models for the two oxygen structures and allowed to propose a universal mechanism for the thermally induced transformations of the oxygen monolayer on W(110).
Materials and methods
The experiments were conducted in an ELMITEC LEEM III system with a base pressure of 5x10 -11 Torr. The 337-phase was obtained via exposing a clean W(110) single-crystal (cleaning procedure we described in [14] ) to a 1x10 -6 Torr molecular oxygen atmosphere at a temperature of approximately 1000 o C for 10 min. The UHV annealing above 850 o C transformed the 337-phase into the 113-phase within a few minutes. Alternatively, the oxygen superstructures were produced by UHV annealing of the (1x1) oxygen monolayer adsorbed at 1x10 -6 Torr below 300 o C. The 337-phase emerged above 450 o C and transformed into the 113-phase when above 850 o C. The development of the phases was monitored in real time using both LEED and LEEM. It is noted that the temperatures of the transformations strongly depend on a local step geometry of the W(110) surface.
The structural properties of the high-temperature oxygen phases were scrutinized using df-LEEM imaging and μ-LEED measurements as functions of the electron energy. The superstructure stripes could not be directly observed from real-space imaging as their widths were below the resolution limit; thus, the LEEM analysis was based on imaging the micro-sized structural domains arising from surface symmetry breaking. The comparative μ-LEED I-V analysis provided the symmetry properties for these domains.
Typical LEED patterns collected on multi-domain areas of the 337-and 133-phases are shown in Figures 1a and 2a , respectively. Characteristic crosses formed from superstructure spots centered around the indexed tungsten spot result from the overlapping diffracted beams that originate from areas (rotational domains) revealing mirror reflected stripe superstructures. The red circles in the LEED patterns mark the spots used for the domain structure imaging via df-LEEM. The imaging was performed for each phase in three series by exploiting three types of diffraction spots selected with a small contrast aperture: series I -the 1st order satellite beams around the specular beam (indexed from 1 to 4); series II -the (1,1) and (-1-1) spots; and series III -the (1 -1) and (-1 1) spots. The three series of the df-LEEM images for the 337-and 113-phases are shown in Figures 1b-d and 2b-c, respectively. The images are labeled with the corresponding spot indexes. Only a single representative image is shown when the acquired images with different spots revealed the same contrasts. The imaging was complemented with a series of μ-LEED patterns collected as functions of the electron energy from all types of domains resolved in the df-LEEM images. Finally, the I-V curves were derived from these μ-LEED series.
All measurements were performed at room temperature. All the LEEM images and LEED patterns, as well as the models for the surface structures are oriented with the [11 ̅ 0] direction running horizontally. Figure 1 . LEED pattern (a) and df-LEEM images (b-d) collected for the 337-phase. The df-LEEM images were collected in series by exploiting three different types of diffraction spots (marked by red circles and labeled on the diffraction pattern; gray vectors on the pattern describe the primitive unit cell for tungsten): b) 'series I' -images taken with 1-4 superstructure spots, c) 'series II' -with (11) and (-1-1) spots, and d) 'series III' -with (1-1) and (-11) spots. The field of view (FoV) is 5 um, and the red and blue bidirectional arrows depict the actual directions of the stripes in the highlighted regions; A, B, C, and D denote the different sub-domains; and the dashed red line in the (1 1)-image represents the border between areas with different stripe directions. All data were acquired at an electron energy of 105 eV. Figure 2 . LEED pattern (a) and df-LEEM images (b, c) collected for the 113-phase. The df-LEEM images were collected in series by exploiting three different types of diffraction spots (marked by red circles and labeled on the diffraction patterns; gray vectors on the pattern describe the primitive unit cell of tungsten). b) 'series I' -representative images for 1-4 superstructure spots, c) 'series II and III' -representative image for (11), (-1-1), (1-1) and (-11) spots. FoV=5 um. The red and blue arrows depict the actual directions of stripes in the highlighted regions; X and Y label different rotational domains. All data were acquired at an electron energy of 105 eV.
Results and analysis

337-phase
Series I
The domain structure of the 337-phase as imaged using the superstructure spots is shown in Figure 1b . It was previously demonstrated by Menteş and Locatelli [13] that the strong contrast corresponding to the rotational domains associated with the direction of the stripes further splits into sub-contrasts to disclose another system of domains. In Figure 1b , these sub-domains are labeled as A and B as well as C and D on the odd-and even-spot images, respectively. For the A and B sub-domains, the stripes run along the same direction (marked with red bidirectional arrows oriented along [33 ̅ 7] ), whereas the C and D sub-domains exhibit mirror reflected [3 ̅ 37] rows as indicated with blue arrows. The sub-domain contrast is swapped between images acquired with the satellite spots that belong to the same rotational domain (1 and 3 or 2 and 4). Based on the interpretation by Menteş and Locatelli [13] , the sub-contrast originates from the symmetry breaking along the [001] direction (i.e., with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] axis), while the striped superstructure responsible for the main contrast is linked to the presence of two equivalent triply-coordinated adsorption sites, which is consistent with Johnson et al.'s model [4] . We propose an alternative explanation for the observed domain structure as supported further in the series II results (described in Section 3.1.2.), which attributes the sublevel contrasts to large S-E domains and thus excludes the alternating ordered S-E domains as the possible origin of the stripes.
Series II
The images obtained with the (11) and (-1-1) spots for the 337-phase ( Figure 1c ) reveal a simple two-level contrast, which perfectly reproduces the shapes of the sub-domains seen from series I. Of note, the correlations between the contrasts observed by Menteş and Locatelli [13] in the df-LEEM images collected on the superstructure spots and in the df-XPEEM image, which is sensitive to the local symmetry of the oxygen atoms, are identical to the correlations seen in our images from series I and II. This means that the df-XPEEM and our df-LEEM images for series II show the same type of domains, where the A and C sub-domains (with mutually mirrored directions of stripes) merge into one contrast level, whereas B and D (representing opposite rotational domains) contribute to the opposing contrast. Our μ-LEED I-V curves measured on the (11) and (-1-1) spots for the four single sub-domains ( Figure  3a ) clearly indicate that diffractions along the two opposite directions of [11 ̅ 0] (i.e., rightward and leftward) are nonequivalent as the two corresponding I-V curves are distinctly different for each individual sub-domain. In parallel, all the domains are represented by qualitatively similar sets of the two curves that swap their shapes for the (11) and (-1-1) spots, with the most characteristic feature being the low energy maximum that switches between 40 and 50 eV.
An analysis of the interrelations for the curve behaviors between the sub-domains indicates that A, C and B, D pose two symmetry equivalent pairs of sub-domains, which are mutually mirror related, i.e., the adatom arrangement with respect to the [001] axis in the two pairs are mirror reflected. Similar conclusions are derived from the analysis of the I-V curves collected at the {10} spots. Figures 3b and c juxtapose the curves acquired for the spots located on the right (R) and left (L) sides of the diffraction pattern, respectively. The curves collected for the given domain with the L or R spots are qualitatively very similar, and in parallel, the L and R curves are completely different. Thus, it is clear that the dominating contribution to the observed A, B, C, and D sub-domain contrasts originates from the broken mirror symmetry with respect to the [001] axis instead of the [11 ̅ 0] as suggested in Ref. [13] . The symmetry breaking with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] axis and its impact on the domain structure is discussed in Section 3.1.3 based on series III.
Photoemission diffraction experiments on the 337-phase [6, 9] indicate that the broken symmetry for the local arrangement of oxygen atoms with respect to the [001] axis in this system is because they occupy the h3-type hollows, which reveal a lowered symmetry. Moreover, these data show that the adatoms are slightly shifted (approximately 0.1 Å) along the [11 ̅ 0] from their exact h3 positions [6, 9] , and which is always outwards from the tungsten primitive cell center.
This combination of the experimental data implies that the observed micro-sized sub-domain system is due to the S-E effect as a result of the two mirror h3 adsorption sites. This interpretation is additionally confirmed from a pseudo-triple symmetry reflected in the LEED intensities, as verified by the intensity analysis of the selected (1x1) diffraction spots for individual sub-domains as functions of the electron energy. We found that for some energy ranges (this effect is especially pronounced between 35 and 55 eV), the spots form two triplets with strongly enhanced and reduced intensities, as shown in Figure 3d . As expected, the LEED patterns from the A and C sub-domains reveal the same pseudo-triple symmetry, whereas those measured for B and D sub-domains are mirror reflected, which clearly demonstrates the pseudo-triple symmetry is related to the symmetry of the adsorption sites. It is noted that the explanation of the micro-sized sub-domains detected using df-XPEEM and df-LEEM in terms of the S-E domains, in which oxygen occupies the alternative pseudo triply-coordinated adsorption positions, requires a new interpretation for the nano-sized stripe-structure [4] , as discussed in the following sections. 
Series III
The 337-phase observed with the (1-1) and (-11) spots ( Figure 1d ) reveals a domain structure with a simple two-level contrast, 2 which suggests symmetry breaking with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] axis. That is, there is an additional displacement component of the oxygen atoms in the [001] direction. The domain boundaries are combinations of those observed in series I and II as they reflect the shapes of both the S-E domains and the rotational domains (e.g., compare the domain wall indicated with the black arrow that separates the A-and C-type domains, which belong to the same S-E domain). The contrast in the domains imaged for this series shows specific interrelations with the contrasts obtained for the corresponding areas in the other series, as schematically shown in Figure 4a . The figure illustrates the experimental contrasts from Figure 1b -d with the corresponding shading of the squares that represent the A, B, C, and D sub-domains. Based on the known actual directions of stripes and the relationships between the occupied adsorption hollows in the A, B, C, and D sub-domains, we arranged 2 A weak contrast is noticeable on one of the images as an unwanted contribution that originates from the superstructure spots around (1-1) and (-11); it was difficult to completely avoid these components as the images were collected under critical conditions -very faint intensity and strongly bent electron beams. them into an array where the stripes and the adsorption positions of neighboring domains are mirror reflected, as shown in Figure 4b (please ignore the black and light blue arrows) . For such domain arrangements, the corresponding experimental contrasts form patterns with a characteristic symmetry for a given series. Specifically, the contrast patterns for series I and II show expected 'diagonal' and 'horizontal' symmetries, respectively, which reflect the properties of the stripes and site-exchange phenomena (as well as the [11 ̅ 0]-shift). Surprisingly, the pattern for series III shows a 'vertical' symmetry, which indicates that the [100]-shift of the adatoms is correlated with the direction of the stripes and adsorption position. Namely, the contrasts indicate that the A and D sub-domains (C and B) that represent mirror-reflected stripes and alternative adsorption sites exhibit the same [001]shifts for oxygen from the h3 position. This indicates that the direction of stripes together with the type of the adsorption position determines the up-or down-direction of the [001]-shift. The experimentally demonstrated presence of two mutually orthogonal directions in the shifts (i.e., [11 ̅ 0] and [001]) indicates that they represent components of shifts that occur along certain higher-index directions. The photoelectron diffraction results show that the horizontal component of the shift is directly correlated with the occupied h3 hollow (left or right), and is always outwards from the center of the W unit cell [6, 9] , whereas the vertical component (down or up) is determined from two effects: the actual h3 position and the stripe direction. In Figure 4b , two exemplary sets of four possible directions of the shift, consistent with the experimental data, are depicted by black and lightblue arrows. The next section proposes a model to explain the origin of the stripes and answers the question of what is the reason that the shift is strictly correlated with the adsorption h3 site and the stripe direction.
We note that the df-XPEEM image published by Menteş and Locatelli [13] reveals a faint, unreported sub-contrast in addition to the main contrast, which is consistent with our series lll and gives identical correlations to the boundaries of the rotational and S-E domains. Based on our present interpretation, it is concluded that the main contrast on the df-XPEEM image is related to the S-E domains, whereas the weak sub-domains correspond to the atomic oxygen displacements along the four equivalent directions.
Model for 337 structure
The stripes in the 337-phase cannot be explained from alternating site-exchanged domains. An alternative explanation of the striped superstructure, proposed by Bauer and Engel [3] , invokes a misfit between the tungsten surface lattice and the oxygen overlayer which leads to a coincidence structure; in this case the characteristic multi-spot LEED pattern is understood as a result of double scattering between the two lattices. In addition, the photoelectron holography results from Takagi et al. [11] suggest that the oxygen overlayer is slightly expanded with respect to the substrate, whereas the atomically resolved STM image of the 337-phase [12] indicates that close-packed oxygen rows are declined from the W[11 ̅ 1] direction by approximately 2.5°. If there is misfit between the oxygen and tungsten lattices, it would be reflected in the LEED pattern as the electrons that experience only single scattering within the oxygen overlayer should intensify specific spots with respect to the other superstructure spots. Therefore, within the kinematic approach, we analyzed the spot intensity for series of LEED images collected over a broad energy range for individual sub-domains. Figure 5a shows the behavior of the spot profiles across the W(110)-(1x1) and surrounding satellites as a function of energy between 40 and 120 eV for the A sub-domain. The maxima corresponding to the tungsten spots are marked with gray arrows. Figure 5b shows the LEED patterns with profiles averaged over the entire energy range, which represent the typical behavior of the intensity relationships between spots, for the A and D sub-domains. Figure 5 . Data derived from the LEED patterns collected for the 337-phase. a) Changes in the intensity profiles across the W(1x1) spots and their satellites as a function of energy (40-120 eV) on sub-domain A. The positions of the tungsten-related spots are indicated with gray arrows; the maxima ascribed to the oxygen overlayer are marked with the orange arrows. b) Energy-averaged (40-120 eV) LEED patterns and intensity profiles (normalized) that reflect the typical relationships between spot intensities for sub-domains A and D; gray and orange coded circles and vectors mark the spots and unit cells corresponding to tungsten and oxygen lattices, respectively. c) The unit cells in the real space corresponding to sub-domains A or B and C or D (bigger and smaller circles represent the W and O atoms, respectively) in the 'ontop' configuration to highlight the relationship between the two cells. The red and blue bidirectional arrows depict the directions of the stripes for the structures.
For each domain, four of the six visible W(110)-(1x1) spots marked with gray circles in Figure  5b (or gray arrows in Figure 5a ) have a satellite with a comparable or even higher intensity (closest to the main spot), which dominates the other satellites. The two-remaining diagonal {10} spots clearly dominate their satellites with one of them being much stronger than the other W (1x1) spots (compare with Figure 5a ). This suggests that the substrate and overlayer in this direction have the same periodicity and diffraction spot overlap. Thus, the four intense satellites and two (1x1) spots, marked by orange circles (and orange arrows in Figure 5a ), are identified as the reciprocal lattice nodes of the oxygen overlayer. The assumed oblique oxygen and rhombic tungsten unit cells in real space are shown in Figure 5c in orange and gray, respectively. For the oxygen structure, one of the close-packed atomic directions follows the direction of the corresponding close-packed tungsten row (denoted as OII), whereas the other one is rotated by approximately 6 o from the corresponding dense-packed tungsten row. To model the coincidence structure, it is important to relate the oxygen close-packed directions to the direction of the superstructure stripes, which is closer to the OII and nearly perpendicular to the second oxygen close-packed direction, denoted as O⊥. To reconstruct the coincidence structure, we additionally consider the atomically resolved STM literature data that shows the 337-phase has nine oxygen atomic rows within a stripe and a 5-atom periodicity along the stripes [12] . Testing different possible coincidence superstructures, we found that only one gives the 6 o misalignment between the oxygen and tungsten 11 ̅ 1 chains, 3 which can be described in matrix notation (expressed with a surface tungsten primitive base with a spacing of u=2.73 Å) as: 1 ], for the C and D sub-domains
The above superstructure for A sub-domain is visualized in the Supplementary Information in Figure S1a . The coincidence-cell contains 47 W vs. 9x5=45 O atoms. This means that there are 4.25% fewer oxygen than tungsten atoms, indicating the oxygen lattice is expanded 4 . In this structure, the O⊥ rows are rotated by 5.77 o against the close-packed W rows. The distance between oxygen atoms along these chains is 1.0423u. For the OII rows, which exactly trace the complementary W11 ̅ 1 chains, the periodicity of the oxygen atoms is 1.04(4)u. The angle between the two oxygen rows is 64.76 o and the lattice loses its mirror symmetry with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] and [001] tungsten directions. The parameters of this structure are collected in Table 1 . A closer inspection of this model (for details, compare Figure S1a ) shows that the observed deformation of the oxygen lattice with respect to the (1x1) structure is a consequence of a simple reorganization of oxygen atoms along the OII chains: 45 oxygen atoms match to 47 tungsten atoms and the successive expanded oxygen chains slip mutually by (1/9)u. In other words, the oxygen overlayer can be imagined as an array of oxygen closed-packed chains with a reduced density of atoms, which are parallel to one of the closed-packed directions of the substrate retaining the same periodicity between the chains as in tungsten. This unidirectional reorganization within and between the close-packed oxygen rows results in a moiré striped superstructure with the coincidence stripes along one of the two mirror 33 ̅ 7 directions (along the stripe direction, specific oxygen lines occupy the equivalent local adsorption sites).
In our model of the coincidence structure, the adsorption position is understood as the average position of the oxygen atoms in the coincidence unit cell. Thus, the average position should reflect the left or right h3 adsorption site (including the [11 ̅ 0] shift from the ideal h3 position), as well as the oxygen displacement along [001], which is necessary to explain the contrast observed in series III. In order to create an appropriate model, we first analyzed the coincidence structure with the ideal average h͞ 3 site. All possible combinations of the ideal h͞ 3 sites and the directions of stripes give four domains (as shown in the Supplementary Information in Figure S2 ). However, they would not provide expected for the series III contrast due to preserved mirror symmetry of the average adsorption site with respect to the [11 ̅ 0] direction. Moreover, the ideal h͞ 3 position does not appear to provide the best match for the oxygen overlayer to the tungsten surface as the OII chains, which exhibit the same 3 Superstructure proposed in the literature [ 9 0 −2 5 ] [12, 14] is inconsistent with the interpretation of the stripes as a result of the coincidence O(1x1)-W(110) structure. 4 As a comparison, the superstructure proposed by Bauer and Engel [3] was selected with alternative satellitespots with a ratio of 1.08 for the oxygen to tungsten atoms; giving a compressed oxygen overlayer. periodicity as the corresponding 11 ̅ 1 close-packed tungsten rows, are not centered between the W rows but are displaced from these grooves by 0.32 Å (details are included in the Supplementary Information in Figure S3 ).
To achieve this 'centered' position, which intuitively appears to be the optimal one, the oxygen overlayer has to be specifically displaced relative to the tungsten layer. Assuming that the [11 ̅ 0]-shift equals 0.1 Å out from the tungsten unit cell from the ideal h͞ 3 position [6, 9] , i.e. it is rightward for the A and C and leftward for B and D sub-domains, the [001]-shift should be 0.46 Å up for the A and D and down for B and C sub-domains. This naturally leads to four unique shifts, which are driven by the symmetry of the specific h3 hollow and the direction of the unidirectional reorganization (thus stripes). The four coincidence structures in the proposed model are shown in Figure 6 with directions for the shifts indicated. It is apparent that the real atomic structure is likely not as simple as proposed here, and additional vertical and/or lateral modulation of the local positions of oxygen atoms in the coincidence cell should be considered. To validate the model and determine all details theoretical calculations are indispensable, however the big coincidence unit cell is challenging. Nonetheless, it is noted that the above model provides the mechanism for symmetry breaking, explains the striped superstructure, reproduces all the contrasts and their interrelations observed in our study, and coalesces all the diverse results from the literature into one coherent picture. Figure 6 . Coincidence unit cells for the A, B, C, and D sub-domains in the 337-phase with modified h͞ 3-type adsorption sites. Larger circles represent the (110) tungsten surface, while smaller ones correspond to the oxygen lattice (described by GO matrixes -see main text). The W and O lattices form the two coincidence structures (described by Gcoinc. matrixes) that differ in the stripe directions (red and blue bidirectional arrows). Left and right h3-type adsorption positions (green and yellow colors) modified with unique shifts (that provide an optimal match between the O and W lattices, i.e., center Oll chains in the grooves between close-packed tungsten rows) give rise to four domains with broken mirror symmetries with respect to the [001] and [11 ̅ 0] axes. The close-packed oxygen rows O⊥ and Oll are marked with dashed arrows. Pictograms in the insets show the average adsorption positions within the coincidence unit cells, which are shifted by 0.1 Å horizontally and 0.46 Å vertically from the ideal h͞ 3 positions (marked with small red rings; shifts are depicted with thick black arrows). The model reproduces all the properties of the contrasts observed in the df-LEEM and LEED measurements.
113-phase
Series I-III
The images collected using the superstructure spots for the 113-phase reveal a simple twolevel contrast due to the rotational domains with the mirror-reflected directions of the stripes, as shown in Figure 2b . The images as obtained with different spots from the same domain are identical (1 ≡ 3 and 2 ≡ 4) . The red and blue arrows indicate the actual directions of the stripes in the bright X and Y domains for [11 ̅ 3] and [1 ̅ 13] , respectively. The other two series, II and III (Figure 2c) , of the dark field images do not reveal domain-contrast and only atomic tungsten steps are visible, which indicates that, in a mesoscale, the 113-phase is symmetric in both the [11 ̅ 0] and [001] directions.
The μ-LEED I-V curves acquired for the W(1x1) spots of the X and Y domains are identical ( Figure 3a) or have very similar characteristics (Figures 3b and c) . Noticeable differences may arise from differences in the diffraction along and across the stripes, and there may be deviations from the perfect perpendicular incidence of the primary electron beam. Furthermore, the pseudo-triple symmetric behavior of the selected W(1x1) spots observed for the 337-phase is no longer present in the 113-phase (Figure 3d ).
From the above experimental observations, it is clear that mesoscale S-E domains of the 337phase characteristics do not exist in the 113-phase. On the other hand, the lack of contrast does not exclude alternating striped S-E domains that are consistent with Johnson et al.'s model [4] ; however, the existence of the striped S-E domains is highly improbable due to the reversible transitions found between the two phases [14] . The transitions are driven by temperature-dependent desorption/adsorption of oxygen in a temperature range 700-1100 o C for heating/cooling under an oxygen atmosphere between 5x10 -8 -5x10 -7 Torr, with the 113-phase nucleating via heating. The observed reorganization from the 337-phase into the 113-phase is accompanied with vanishing S-E domains, which reappear when the transition occurs in reverse direction. Clearly, the nature of both phases is similar, especially that there is a temperature range where both phases coexist. Therefore, the explanation of stripes in terms of nanometer-sized alternating S-E domains with a local (1x1) oxygen structure also fails for the 113-phase. Logically, the 113-phase should also be a coincidence structure but with different average adsorption position of oxygen because the strong manifested lowsymmetry in the average adsorption positions of the 337-phase is lost in the 113-phase. Consequently, the average adsorption position should be highly symmetric at the W(110) surface, i.e., the long bridge position (b͞ l ), as foreseen by theory [31] .
Model for 133 structure
The structural model for the 113-phase was based on the assumption that the structure retains the characteristic features of the 337-phase, and that the oxygen lattice is represented in diffraction patterns with the same satellites around the W(1x1) spots. Figure 7a shows the averaged energy (40-70 eV) LEED pattern with intensity profiles for the X domain, where the most intensive satellites, closest to the tungsten spots, are ascribed to the oxygen overlayer; the tungsten-and oxygenoriginated spots, as well as the corresponding unit cells are coded as gray and orange, respectively. However, the behavior of the spot profiles as a function of energy, as shown in Figure 7b , indicates that the 113-phase represents a more complicated case with respect the 337-phase. For the 113-phase most of the intensity is shared not only between the two spots representing the tungsten and oxygen lattices; the second order satellites also reveal an increased intensity for most energies. Moreover, the intensity relationships between the spots are not monotonic, as was for the 337-phase, and there are energy ranges for which the second order satellites dominate other superstructure spots (e.g., 48-51, 70-77, and above 86 eV), as illustrated in Figure 7c . This suggests an extra periodicity in the stripe structure corresponding to the half width of the basic stripe. As demonstrated below, the proposed model can reproduce such a periodicity. Figure 7 . Data derived from the LEED patterns collected for the 113-phase X structure. a) LEED pattern with intensity profiles across the W(1x1) spots and their satellites averaged in energy over 40-70 eV. Gray and orange circles and vectors mark the spots and unit cells corresponding to tungsten and oxygen lattices, respectively. b) Changes in the intensity profiles across the superstructure arrays as functions of energy (40-120 eV). c) An example LEED pattern (collected at 98 eV) manifesting the influence of periodicity corresponding to half the stripe width.
In an earlier paper, we determined the superstructure cell of the 113-phase based on the geometry of the diffraction pattern [14] . This supercell is the result of a coincidence between an oxygen overlayer and the tungsten lattice as:
] with the oxygen lattice given by GO=[ 1 1 10 0 21 20 ], for the X domain One of these coincidence structures (X) is visualized in the Supplementary Information in Figure S1b . The coincidence unit cell contains 21 W vs 10x2=20 O atoms, which means that there are 4.76% fewer oxygen than tungsten atoms and 0.51% less oxygen than for the 337-phase. The O⊥ close-packed rows are rotated by 5.21 o against the close-packed tungsten 11 ̅ 1 rows, and the distance between atoms in these rows is 1.0376u. For the second oxygen close-packed direction (OII), the periodicity of the oxygen atoms is 1.05u. The structural parameters of the oxygen unit cells for both phases are compared in Table 1 . The superstructure for the 113-phase is a result of the same type of unidirectional reorganization within and between the oxygen OII chains as was for the 337-phase. However, within a chain, 20 oxygen atoms are matched to 21 tungsten units indicating that these chains are more oxygen depleted compared to the 337-phase, whereas the slip between neighboring chains amounts to (1/10)u, which is less than in the 337-phase. The periodicity between chains again remains unchanged and is the same as the spacings for the close-packed tungsten rows. This chain reorganization produces moiré stripes running along one of the two mirror 11 ̅ 3 directions. The two possible domains corresponding to the average adsorption position at the l͞ b site are shown in Figure 8 . It is noted that for such adsorption position, the OII chains are centered between corresponding close-packed W11 ̅ 1 rows, which seems to provide the best match for the two lattices (details are included in the Supplementary Information in Figure S3c ). The explanation for the additional periodicity observed in the LEED patterns for the 113-phase can be rationalized based on the above model. The periodicity follows from the twofold rotational symmetry of the coincidence unit cell that splits the unit in two 180 o -rotated parts (marked with yellow and green in Figure 8 ). The average adsorption positions within the halves are mutually symmetric with respect to the l͞ ͞ b site and close to the h͞ 3, as shown in the insets of Figure 8 . In this way, the basic stripes are divided into equally wide sub-stripes, for which the mean adsorption position alternates between the two pseudo-triple hollows. This model gives alternating pseudo S-E domains with a periodicity reflected in the LEED patterns, and, in this special sense, the S-E stripe concept [4] applies to the 113phase.
In the frame of the proposed model, the presence of unoccupied rows along the 11 ̅ 3 direction of the 113-phase, as observed by Johnson et al. [4] , can be rationalized. Oxygen atoms in the short bridge (sb) positions and in their neighborhood, occupy energetically unfavorable adsorption sites; the ab initio DFT calculations indicate the adsorption energy in the sb position is approximately 0.5-0.6 eV higher than the h3 position [31, 32] . The 113-phase reported by Johnson et al. [4] was obtained from a UHV high-temperature treatment (at ≥ 1000 o C), during which a gradual broadening of the unoccupied rows was observed as the annealing temperature increased. Therefore, it is plausible that the least bound 11 ̅ 3 oxygen chains desorb during annealing. Table 1 . Juxtaposition of structural parameters for the oxygen unit cells for the 337-and 113-phases. The oxygen deficiency is related to the (1x1) structure.
Conclusions
We conducted a thorough analysis of the structural domains observed in the high-temperature 337-and 113-phases of an oxygen monolayer on W(110). Symmetry considerations based on our df-LEEM and μ-LEED I-V measurements and from previous df-XPEEM data [13] allowed us to shed new light on the nature of the striped superstructure, the size and morphology of the S-E domains, and the oxygen adsorption sites.
In particular, we demonstrated that the S-E domains observed in the 337-phase are at the micrometer scale, indicating the stripes do not originate from alternating S-E domains as had been commonly accepted for nearly three decades. Our analysis strongly supports an alternative explanation that the stripes stem from a misfit between the tungsten and oxygen lattices, which leads to a coincidence moiré superstructure. In our models for the 337-and 133-phases, the system relaxes the stress related to the presence of the oxygen overlayer through uniaxial expansion of the closepacked oxygen chains which remain parallel to W11 ̅ 1. We showed that the oxygen density in these close-packed chains for the 337-phase is lower than in the (1x1) oxygen monolayer, and is further reduced in the 113-phase. We postulate that the uniaxial oxygen depletion in the close-packed chains is overall responsible for the observed thermal evolution of an adsorbed oxygen monolayer, which starts from the (1x1) structure at ambient temperatures and continues with increasing temperatures through the 337-up to the 113-phase. It is noted that the mechanism for the uniaxial reorganization of the oxygen overlayer (via desorption/adsorption) also poses an explanation for the experimentally observed nucleation of new phases in the form of needle-like structures that spread just along the W11 ̅ 1 directions during the 113 ↔337 phase transitions [14] . Our scrutiny of the 337-phase confirms that parallelly to S-E effect, which breaks the mirror symmetry with respect to the [001] axis of the W(110) substrate, additional symmetry breaking with respect to [11 ̅ 0] axis is present. It is due to a shift in the average oxygen adsorption position from the ideal h͞ 3 along one of the four equivalent non-cardinal directions. For given sub-domain the shift is unique, and is strictly correlated with left or right adsorption hollow and specific direction of the stripes. This correlation is a natural consequence of the properties for the proposed coincidence structure with the h3-type average adsorption site. As shown, to optimally match the uniaxially depleted oxygen chains to the tungsten substrate, a unique shift of the oxygen overlayer from the ideal h͞ 3 position is required.
We showed that the large micro-sized S-E domains and other accompanying manifestations of the broken mirror symmetries observed for the 337-phase in the df-LEEM and LEED measurements disappear when the oxygen overlayer transforms to the 113-phase. This implies that the average adsorption position of oxygen, localized at left or right h3 hollow for the oxygen-rich 337-overlayer, moves to the center of the tungsten unit cell when the density of the oxygen monolayer is reduced in the 113-phase.
Although the presented models require further confirmation through theoretical calculations, the fact that they supply mechanisms consistently explaining all the complicated architectures of the oxides advocates their feasibility. We believe these data will stimulate theoretical investigations in this matter. We also believe that our findings will help further the development of phase diagrams for oxygen adsorption on W(110), which poses one of the oldest but still relevant classical fields in surface science. Figure S1 . Visualization of coincidence structures for the a) 337-phase (corresponding to A or B sub-domains) and the b) 113-phase (X domain). Larger light-gray circles depict tungsten whereas the smaller darker-gray circles represent oxygen atoms. The red bidirectional arrows indicate the direction of the stripes and their periodicity, the blue vectors mark the coincidence unit cells, and the black dashed vectors point from the O⊥ and OII close-packed oxygen chains. To highlight the most characteristic features of the coincidence between the oxygen and tungsten lattices, the adsorption positions were assumed arbitrarily as being on-top. Note that deformation of the oxygen lattice with respect to the tungsten structure in these specific domains occur via loss of oxygen atoms from the individual [11 ̅ 1] chains and by mutual sliding of these chains along this direction. An oxygen chain corresponding to a single coincidence unit cell is accentuated with darker gray shades. (The O and W atoms are numbered by white and gray numbers, respectively. For comparison, the same numeration is applied for oxygen atoms within the rhomboidal coincidence unit cell.) The gray triangles mark the centers of the chains. INSET: W and O unit cells with values corresponding to the displacements of the oxygen atoms with respect to tungsten. Figure S2 . Coincidence unit cells for the A, B, C, and D sub-domains in the 337-phase with an average ideal h͞ 3 position assumed. Larger circles represent the (110) tungsten surface, while smaller circles correspond to the oxygen lattice (described by the GO matrixes as seen in the text). The W and O lattices create two types of coincidence structures (described with Gcoinc matrixes) that differ in the direction of the stripes (red and blue bidirectional arrows). However, as the average adsorption site in this structure is h͞ 3 and there are two such sites (coded as green and yellow), the number of possible domains increases to four. The O⊥ and Oll correspond to close-packed oxygen rows. Pictograms in the insets show the average adsorption positions within the coincidence unit cells (small red ring marks the exact h3 position). Note that this structure gives no contrast in the df-LEEM performed at the (1-1) and (-11) spots due to the conserved symmetry of the average adsorption site along the [001] direction. Figure S3 . Visualization of changes in the local adsorption position within the coincidence unit cell represented as an OII chain (darker circles) across the tungsten unit cells (lighter circles) for the 337-phase with the A sub-domain for oxygen, on average, at the a) ideal h͞ 3 position and b) OII centered along tungsten [11 ̅ 1] groove, for c) the 113-phase with the X domain with oxygen, on average, at the long bridge site ( l͞ b). Note that for b) and c), the oxygen chains lay ideally between the tungsten close-packed [1 ̅ 11] chains (the center of the groove is marked with a blue line) whereas for the 'ideal h3,' the oxygen chain is localized closer to the bottom tungsten chain (marked with a dashed gray line). The red bidirectional arrow marks the direction of the stripes and their periodicities. The gray arrows point to the center of the superstructures. The inset compares the average positions of the oxygen for the ideal h͞ 3 position (dark circle) and for the 'groove' model (circle marked with a dashed-line).
